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• Tora Adds Fixed Income to Outsourced Trading Offering  
Waters Technology – 19 Jun 2020  
...trading technology provider Tora will add fixed income capabilities to its suite of outsourced trading solutions by 
the end of the third quarter, says Chris Jenkins, managing director of sales. 

 

• Sponsored feature: Front-office outsourcing to spike post Covid-19  
Sponsored by SGSS – Funds Europe - 19 Jun 2020   
… All this has prompted more asset managers to outsource front and middle-office activities to third parties, such 
as Societe Generale Securities Services (SGSS), 

 

• Edward McCabe Joins Outset Global as a Managing Director  
Press release - 18 Jun 2020 
... one of the world’s leading independent outsourced trading solutions firms, announced today that Edward 
McCabe has joined the firm as a Managing Director 
  

• Majority of global asset managers looking to outsource trading with 
custodians  

The Trade News - 18 Jun 2020 
… increasingly looking to outsource trading operations and are also considering other areas such as data 
management, as the buy-side rethinks their operating models post-COVID-19 ... 
  

• Asset managers leverage tech, outsourcing for growth  
Financial Standard - 17 Jun 2020 
... Northern Trust, who argue COVID-19 has highlighted the potential of technology and outsourcing to reshape 
the global asset management arena. 
 

• Managers worry about controlling costs amid volatile markets – survey  
Pensions and Investments Online - 16 Jun 2020 
... help them grow their businesses." Money managers are looking at different outsourcing options to push 
efficient growth and improve upon essential processes, according to the survey ... 
  

• Northern Trust wins global custody mandate for Dubai-based asset 
manager 

… Through the mandate, Northern Trust will support Sancta Capital’s trading programme through its outsourced 
agency-only brokerage service. 
Global Custodian 15 June 2020 
 

• Cost control in volatile markets a priority, study finds 
… 85% of respondents have either already outsourced their trading desk or are interested in doing so in the 
future 
Funds Global Asia - 16 Jun 2020 
THIS STUDY HAS BEEN COVERED BY A NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS – here is a link to the report 
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